STUDENT FEMALE HAIRSHAPING  -- 45 minutes

***Judging is based on the cut and style...NOT the Color Formula on the Technical!***

(30 minutes to wet cut – Judging will take place during hair shaping)
(15 minutes to style – Judges will finish evaluation)

NOTE: There must be three (3) competitors to hold this competition.

a) Each contestant may enter one female mannequin only. But a school may enter more than one competitor.

b) Contestant will report to competition arena prepared to begin thirty (30) minutes prior to the competition. Mannequins pre-cut or marked will be disqualified.

c) Total time allowed is forty-five (45) minutes. Electricity will be provided to students that pre-register, students should also provide their own extension cords.

d) The goal of this student female hairshaping competition is for the student to create the haircut shown in the technical provided for this competition.

e) Judging will be during the hair shaping (30min.) hairshaping and the final judging at the end of the (15min.) styling. You must remove at least two (2) inches of hair from all over the entire mannequin head form.

f) There will be three (3) places awarded, 1st, 2nd and 3rd.

g) See all general rules.